TM

“The quality of the equipment and hardware
is impressive. This isn’t playground stuff it’s
more like an NBA arena”

Built for both serious hoop action and neighborhood
grudge matches. The Sport Court® SlamSystemTM allows
you to rain bank shots from all over the court, without the
vibration or torque you’ll find in lesser standards. Bring
your most aggressive game - the combination of its solid
setback, breakaway rim, and padded steel pole have
proved they can handle it.
When you decide to have a Sport Court® GameCourtTM
or SlamSystemTM installed in your backyard, you’re doing
more than purchasing the world’s finest recreation
surface and equipment. You’re investing in a new family
game plan–focused on a lifetime of improved health and
increased family time.

“We put fun into the backyard.”

Professional SlamSystemTM
Adjustable Range:
36” overhang = 6’ to 10’
48”” overhang = 6’ to 10’
Height Adjustment Marker

Pole Size:
6”x 6”x 3/16”

Backboard Size:
42”x 72”

Arm Size:
(42” x 72” Backboard)

Adjustable:
Upper Arm 1.5” x 2” x 12 GA Wall, Tube
Lower Arm 1.5” x 4” x 12 GA Wall, Tube

Wind Load:
110 mph Exposure 3
*Optional installation for 150 mph

Overhang Options:

New
Galvinized
Steel
Weather
Protection

48” arms equal 48” overhang
36” arms equal 36” overhang
(Distance is from front of pole to front of backboard)

Optional Features:
Pole Pad
Backboard Pad

Black
Black

Hoop Options:
Professional Break-Away Rim, Standard Flex Rim

“We put fun into the backyard.”

Collegiate SlamSystemTM
Adjustable Range:
6’ to 10’

Pole Size:
5”x 5”x 3/16”

Backboard Size:
42”x 60”

Arm Size:
Upper Arm 1.5” x 2”
Lower Arm 1.5” x 3”

Wind Load:
110 mph Exposure 3

Overhang Options:
36” arms equal 36” overhang
(Distance is from front of pole to front of backboard)

New
Galvinized
Steel
Weather
Protection

Standard Features:
Pole Pad
Backboard Pad

Black
Black

Hoop Options:
Professional Break-Away Rim, Standard Flex Rim

How To Make OUR Game Court YOUR Game Court

LIGHTING
REBOUNDER
Play a set of tennis on a
cool summer night or a
game of roller hockey on
a brisk winter evening.
Illuminate your court with
light diffused directly over
the court surface or over a
wider playing area.

Our Rebounder system is like
a playmate who’s always ready
for a game. It will kick back
soccer balls, tennis balls or
even fastballs for the aspiring
ninth-inning reliever.

MULTI-NETS
BALL CONTAINMENT
Your local Sport Court
dealer carries a variety
of ball containment
systems that can be
customized to any sport
configuration.

One net can provide many
uses on any court size.
Set it at court level for
tennis or pickle ball. Or,
simply put it higher on the
net poles for volleyball and
badminton. It’s perfect for
both that summer picnic
atmosphere and a
competitive match.

TO FIND A SPORT COURT ® DEALER IN YOUR AREA
VISIT US AT WWW.SPORTCOURT.COM OR CALL 800-421-8112
©2007 Sport Court® is a registered trademark of Connor Sport Court International, Inc.

